
Troubled Global AIDS fund shifts focus ten years on
GENEVA Set up to roll back
diseases that kill some four

million people each year the
Global Fund to Fight Aids
Tuberculosis and Malaria
is shifting focus under new
leadership even as it struggles to
shdke off corruption charges and
keep its coffers full
Founded on Jan 28 2002 the

Geneva based fund has grown
quickly into a major player in
global health and can take credit
for saying millions of lives
mostly in low income nations
In 2009 it accounted for 20

per cent of international public
funding for HIV 65 per cent for
TB and 65 per cent for malaria
But a scandal last year in which

millions of dollars went missing
combined with the economic

crisis have rattled the widely
praised organisation This week
the fund announced a leadership
change to meet the new
challenges of our second decade

Our focus is shifting from an
emergency response to being a

sustainable and efficient channel
for funding to fight AIDS TB
and malaria it said following
Tuesday s announcement
that embattled head Michel

Kazatchliine was to step down
In November the fund said it

would not bankroll new AIDS
treatment projects until 2014
because the world financial crisis
had curtailed donor country
spending
But the fund got a huge boost

Thursday at the World Economic
Forum in Davos when IT mogul
turned philanthropist Bill Gates
said his foundation would donate
an additional US 750 million
570 million euros above its
current commitments

These are tough economic
times but that is no excuse
for cutting aid to the world s
poorest Gates said in making
the announcement

The Global Fund is one of

the most effective ways we invest
our money every year Since
2002 the fund has disbursed

some 15 billion dollars and is
currently saving some 100 000
lives a month by its own
estimate

In the battle against HIV
AIDS it has over that period
provided antiretroviral treatment
to more than 3 3 million people
It has also detected and

treated 8 2 million people with
tuberculosis and provided 230
million bed nets to families to
prevent malaria
Part of its mandate is to

provide grants for projects in
developing nations allocating
money provided by governments
and supporters notably the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation
Yet the fund has also faced

controversies

In February last year it
announced it was beefing up its
financial safeguards after auditors
found that US 34 million had
gone missing or been siphoned
off in four African countries
leading donor Germany to
suspend payments —AFP
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